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Book 2 of the Demon Accords.It's been seven months since Chris Gordon met Tanya Demidova,
and a lot has changed. He's stronger and faster and has the senses of a vampire and the
appetite of a werewolf. But even as he settles into his new position with the Special Situations
Squad and his relationship with Tanya, new threats appear. From south of the border, north of
the city, inside the NYPD, and the federal government. But the hardest fight Chris will face is with
himself. Sometimes the demon inside is the most dangerous!

"Fellside is as brilliant as it is dark and devious. M.R. Carey is either deranged or brilliant--or
both. Hopefully, both.""An intense, haunting thriller with heart. You will not want to put this down."
"A dark, intriguing read." "This eerie tale is sure to hook crime fiction and horror lovers." "A twisty
crime thriller as well as an exotic ghost story, Carey's second novel is as hard to categorize as it
is to put down." "A fantastic, twist-upon-twist, shape-shifting novel. Gripping, deeply affecting
and arrestingly beautiful, it is a haunting tale of raw horror and extraordinary redemption. I
adored every page." "The author of The Girl With All The Gifts delivers another gripping
story.""Dark [and] suspenseful." "[A] grand piece of storytelling." "I read Fellside in a couple of
days . . . I was absolutely nuts about it." "The next fantastic novel from M. R. Carey." "Fellside is
much more than 'just' a ghost story. It has elements of The Green Mile, The Shawshank
Redemption, and Orange Is the New Black, wrapped up in a supernatural mystery that will keep
you turning pages late into the night." "Fellside builds to a climax that's both satisfyingly worked
out and shockingly emotionally intense." "This is a sometimes uncomfortable book in the best
ways, and its climax is satisfyingly brutal, ghostly and surprising." "Combines a fast-paced plot
with a supernatural storyline that's very believable. Gripping stuff." "Taut, tense, and unusual." "A
great read that takes hold of you and doesn't let go." "Heartfelt, remorseless and painfully
human...as fresh as it is terrifying. A jewel." "If you only read one novel this year, make sure it's
this one, it's amazing." "One of the more imaginative and ingenious additions to the dystopian
canon." "...a brilliant work of science fiction, but even people who never read science fiction
should absolutely read this one." "Original, thrilling and powerful." "Unique and terrifying." "An
instant favorite."About the AuthorM. R. Carey has been making up stories for most of his life. His
novel The Girl With All the Gifts was a USA Today bestseller and is a major motion picture based
on his BAFTA-nominated screenplay. Under the name Mike Carey he has written for both DC
and Marvel, including critically acclaimed runs on X-Men and Fantastic Four, Marvel's flagship
superhero titles. His creator-owned books regularly appear in the New York Times bestseller list.
He also has several previous novels, two radio plays, and a number of TV and movie
screenplays to his credit.
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Connie D. Tackett, “GOOD STUFF. I am always looking for a good read with some insight ,
action , memorable characters , humor and thought provoking ideas. I highly recommend this
author and will immediately start the next book.”

Devin H, “what a treat!. Such a fun read. Often smiling as I read it. Lots of fun surprises.I need six
more words apparently”

Brad, “Great Fun!. A bit like rooting for a hero with god like abilities born out of the underworld.
Fast and fun read”

Nobody, “Wonderful Book. So again I am not affiliated with the author and have a lot of other
reviews. This is book 2 and in this one we get Chris at one of his darkest moments when it
seems he is losing everything in his life that has ever had meaning. In this book the punches just
keep coming but through it all he stays the kind of guy you can still cheer for.Good1: Characer
development is still great and many of the supporting cast and main cast get filled out with
families and fears. You stay with these books because of the cast of characters as the book
progresses you see that even old vampires react to fear the same as humans.2: Dialogue is
much smoother in this one with more jokes and a stronger feeling of camaraderie. You get to see
the friendships he has made as well as some friendships break due to events.3: Spoiler but the
semi cheating thing is handled with grace and understanding I am a big proponent of you only
getting one of these as I see them used far to frequently in what are supposed to be loving
relationships. I felt in this case it was handled well and deftly but I would strongly urge the author
to avoid any further cheating scenarios as it is a very very easy way to lose readers.4: The
villains I thought were appropriately acted as they made decisions that I could see others
making in there place and given their motivations their actions made sense.5: Writing and
editing were again superb as there are few spelling or grammical errors I could find although I
will admit I am not the greatest at vetting a book for these.6: The story goes through several plot
lines but the over reaching arc is nice and ties all the separate elements together. We still only
have one viewpoint a plus in my opinion he just goes through a lot in this book.7: More time with
the bear spirit who is my personal favorite and really in this you see that despite all things the
bear is really his best friend.8: Original content you do not get the same answers to the same
questions the way things are handled and the problems that are brought up are original and
because of that enjoyable to read.Bad1: I personally do not like the arc where they are splitting
up due to his attracting to much attention this just felt like a plot device to me.2: Thinking about
this I wanted to point something out and that is that in this book it becomes apparent that his
"friends" do not really go to bat for him or even supp. When the decision to go under cover
comes out not one of his supposed friends who he has saved a few times make any waves to
help him. At this point in the story he has lost pretty much everything and yet still Nika mind



probes him, Lydia is all on board with leaving him to his fate "federal charges, no job, hit squads
out for him, dangerous weres going for his life", Tanya is distraught but makes no real move to
counteract the decision. This says a great deal about not only his friends but Tanya as well.
Tanya always puts the Coven first throughout the books this seems to ring true. All his friends put
their interests first as well to the point that even when he has problems of his own they just cut
him lose. In the end you are left with only Gramps and the bear that stay by him all the others
leave him to twist in the wind.Overview Another great book with a lot to offer and really
enjoyable read. I like how it ended with them saying they would not be separated Spoilers--- "I
have read the others and was disappointed that this did not stick it seems to be a reoccurring
plot device that is used whenever you want to do something else and don't want them together.
Once is okay twice is pushing it and the third time it is a crutch. I know that some will say as long
it is for other reasons each time then it is okay. This is untrue as readers do not look at it that way
instead we see you splitting up the main interests in the story." The dynamic of their relationship
is one of the main plot points so reoccurring themes to this plot device get noticed very easily
and again I would not use the cheating thing again. End Spoilers --- I would recommend this
book to any who enjoy the genre as it is a great book with memorable characters.”

J.Tinagero, “Outstanding second book!. The story continues at the breathtaking pace as the first
book. Go ahead and buy the series. I have and definitely no regrets. Now onto book 3!”

Marie, “Awwww this is love. What a wonderful moment in this series to see love blossom and
bad guys get vaporized. How I love a fierce love story and justice for the bad guy.”

IRVING & MARCELA GOOGINS, “Interesting Series So Far. I like the main character and his
finance. Story has a lot of action. MC is OP but I like overpowered characters. Supporting cast
friends, colleagues, and bear also add spice, humor, and interest to the plot. I am looking
foreword to reading the rest of this series.”

CBN, “I can't stop reading these books!. I'm so glad that I started this series late, I can't stop
reading them and I would've been bummed if I had to wait. They are fantastic, action packed,
and intriguing. I'm looking forward to the next book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “5. From me. I can understand other reviewers point about Chris being
unstoppable cos nothing can kill him but the world building i thought was excellent and im
looking forward to the next installment”

clivel586, “Number two review. So,here we are again.I said I'd do this book after having read it,
and guess what,all those one and two star reviews still have it wrong. Come on people,learn to
read books as a series when presented with them as that. The background was expanded well
again, with new powers coming on line,the action was enough to go with all that- if you REALLY



want slowly revealed action but well written, read Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time books-and you
won't read those in a day-guaranteed. Anyway,,John Conroe writes well,,good action and good
plots-well done again.Thoroughly enjoyable.”

Tiffany, “Great read. This gripping thriller is addictive. I couldn't put it down. John Conroe really is
a talented author and I look forward to reading more by him.”

Stephen Davies, “Worthwhile Sequel. I rated the first book in the series 5 stars and I was unsure
for a while how to rate this one: the characters are much the same as the first book and the hero
gets tougher and meaner while the author tries to redress the balance by putting more and
bigger obstacles in his way. Basically I did enjoy the book and have already ordered the next in
the series. I would have given it a 4.5 star rating in comparison with the first, since it was not
quite as good but I felt it unfair to dock a whole star.”

The book by D. M. Pulley has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,576 people have provided feedback.
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